
AN ENCHANTED NIGHT WALK
AT LAKE AKAN



①THE PROTECTOR ④MESSAGE OF THE MARIMO

⑥A WARNING ⑧THE RETURN

■Event Dates：May 13,2023(Sat)～November 11,2023(Sat)
■Opening hours：30mins after sunset ～21:00 or 21:30 
　＊Start time varies with each season as it begins after sunset.＊Event lasts for about 50mins.
■Adult(junior high school students+)　：Advance ticket 3,000yen ／ Regular ticket 3,500yen

ney007,1 tekcit ralugeR／ney005,1 tekcit ecnavdA：  )stneduts loohcs yratnemelE(nerdlihC■
■Location：Akan Sightseeing Cruise Company「marimo-sato Pier」(Refer the map below)
   　    1-5-20 Akanko Onsen,Akan-cho,Kushiro-shi,Hokkaido,JAPAN
※You can check our official website to look for further details.
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Follow the guardian god of the Ainu and take a deep forest night walk. 
Kamuy Lumina is based on the Ainu epic poems and you may immersed into the values of Ainu. 

C　MOMENT　FACTORY

＜character＞The Owl
The Owl is the guardian god of Ainu villages.
The Kamuy Lumina Owl discovers the heroic potential of 
the Jay Bird and decides to let him to deliver an important 
message to the land of Kamuy.

The Jay Bird
The Jay Bird has the most beautiful voice in the forest and 
serves as the Owl’ s envoy. But it has been struggling to keep
the rhythm of poetry well. The Jay learns lots of things in 
this adventure to sustain self-transformation.

A portion of the proceeds from the sales of Kamuy Lumina will be donated to help preserve 
the natural environment of Lake Akan and also the development of Ainu culture.

Grab a rhythm staff (glowing staff) in hand, experience the world of the Ainu people 
who cherish living in harmony with nature in the forests of Lake Akan at night.

Enjoy the trail both day and night! 
You can experience the beautiful 
scenery of nature of Lake Akan.
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＊With Multilingual Navigation 


